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echanochromic luminescence of
Pt(II)-complexes displayed within micellar aromatic
capsules†

Yoshihisa Hashimoto, Yuri Katagiri, Yuya Tanaka * and Michito Yoshizawa *

Mechanochromic luminescence (MCL) is an intrinsic phenomenon in the solid state and thus has been

hardly observed in solution so far. Here we report that arylethynyl Pt(II)-complexes with an NCN-pincer

ligand are efficiently encapsulated by micellar aromatic capsules in water, through a simple grinding

protocol with bent amphiphiles. When a bent pentamethylbenzene-based amphiphile is employed as an

optimized capsule component, the resultant host–guest composite, with an average diameter of ∼4 nm,

is obtained in water at room temperature. Notably, the nanocomposite displays strong red emission (F =

33%, lmax = 700 nm) derived from MCL via intermolecular Pt(II)/Pt(II) interactions even under aerobic

aqueous conditions, in sharp contrast to the free Pt(II)-complex with weak green emission (F = 4%, lmax

= 500 nm) in CH2Cl2. Moreover, enhancement of the solution-state MCL (up to F = 48%) can be

achieved by coencapsulation of the Pt(II)-complexes with carbazole derivatives by the capsule in water.

This study provides the first example of “solution-state” mechanochromic luminescence, capable of

facilely tuning its intensity and wavelength, among the intensive studies of various solid-state MCL

reported previously.
Introduction

Organic molecules and metal-complexes providing mechano-
chromic luminescent (MCL) properties have received increasing
attention over the last decade, because of their potential applica-
tions for sensors, memory devices, and security technologies.1 A
wide variety of MCL compounds were rationally and accidentally
synthesized so far.1,2 Among them, unlike organicMCLmolecules,
mechanochromic Pt(II),3 Au(I),1c,2a and Cu(I)-complexes2c display
medium to strong luminescence with long wavelengths (i.e.,
visible and near-IR regions), via the in situ formation of intermo-
lecular metal/metal interactions between the metal-complexes,
by mechanochemical stimuli such as manual grinding or
mechanical ball milling (Fig. 1a). However, such appealing MCL
behavior can be observed only in the solid state,1c,3,4 owing to the
instability of the metal/metal interactions, which fully dissociate
in solution. Even in ground solids, the MCL states easily return
back to the thermodynamically stable initial state by heating or
solvent vapor exposure. To the best of our knowledge, successful
generation of theMCL states has never been demonstrated to date
in not only organic solvents but also environmentally benign
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water.5 We envisioned that solution-state MCL features could be
observed by the supramolecular encapsulation of MCL nano-
particles from MCL solids (Fig. 1b, top). We herein report the
encapsulation of MCL-active Pt(II)-complexes as nanoparticles by
micellar aromatic capsules in water. When NCN-pincer Pt(II)-
complexes 1a–c are encapsulated by pentamethylbenzene-based
micellar capsule (PBA)n (Fig. 1c) via a grinding method, the
Fig. 1 Mechanochromic luminescent (MCL) behavior of metal-
complexes (a) in the solid state and in solution, and (b) within
a molecular capsule in solution, without/with additives (this work). (c)
Bent aromatic amphiphile PBA and NCN-pincer Pt(II)-complexes 1a–c.
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Fig. 2 (a) MCL properties of Pt(II)-complex 1a with/without PBA and
the formation of (PBA)n$(1a)m in water. (b) UV-visible spectra (H2O, r.t.,
2.0 mM based on PBA) of (PBA)n$(1a)m, (PBA)n, 1a, and their expanded
spectra (inset). (c) Uptake efficiency of host–guest composites ob-
tained from various amphiphiles and 1a. (d) Bent and linear amphiphiles
studied herein.
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resultant host–guest composites show strong red luminescence,
on the basis of intermolecular metal-metal-to-ligand charge
transfer (MMLCT) interactions, in high quantum yields (F = 33%
for 1a) in aqueous solution. In addition, the solution-state MCL
can be further enhanced by 1.5-fold upon coencapsulation of 1a
with carbazole derivatives as additives by the capsule (Fig. 1b,
bottom).

Arylethynyl Pt(II)-complexes 1a–c are phosphorescent
compounds with an NCN-pincer ligand (Fig. 1c, right), featuring
a tridentate ligand with a carbon-based strong s donor, which
enhances their emission properties.6 The square planar geom-
etry allows them to stack to each other without metal/metal
interactions in the solid state.6 Under aerobic conditions, the
solid can emit moderate luminescence in a stacked fashion,
whereas the emission abilities of the Pt(II)-complexes largely
decrease in solution (e.g., CH2Cl2 and THF), due to emission
quenching by oxygen, which prevents their sensor application
under practical conditions. There have been intensive studies
on the formation of innite columnar stacks of arylethynyl
Pt(II)-complexes, providing large functional groups for inter-
molecular interactions.7 Kinetic control of the columnar/
particle assemblies of amphiphilic Pt(II)-complexes has been
developed.8However, the previous innite stacks cannot display
MCL properties and the encapsulation of MCL-active metal-
complexes has not been accomplished even by molecular
hosts.7,9 Bent aromatic amphiphile PBA, synthesized in this
work as an optimized water-solubilizing reagent for 1a–c in
MCL states, is composed of two pentamethylbenzene panels
linked with a m-phenylene spacer with two trimethylammo-
nium groups (Fig. 1b).10,11 The new cationic amphiphiles form
micellar capsule (PBA)n with a spherical aromatic shell in water
through the hydrophobic effect and multiple CH–p interac-
tions. As compared with previously reported derivatives with
polyaromatic panels (e.g., anthracene, acridine, and phenothi-
azine),12,13 PBA is transparent in the visible range (l > 300 nm),
which is benecial for photo-active guest molecules. Notably, an
efficient coencapsulation with additives (Fig. 1b, bottom), suc-
ceeded herein for the rst time in micellar capsules, further
enhances solution-state MCL from the Pt(II)-complexes, due to
reduction in the aggregation of MCL-active species within the
capsule.

Results and discussion
Efficient uptake of arylethynyl Pt(II)-complexes

As the rst attempt, the water solubilizing ability of amphiphilic
compounds toward highly hydrophobic Pt(II)-complex 1a with
a phenylethynyl group was investigated under various condi-
tions. The study revealed a higher efficiency with bent aromatic
amphiphiles (i.e., PBA, PBS,11 and AA) over aliphatic amphi-
philes (i.e., ADA,14 SDS, and DTAC).15 As the optimized proce-
dure, a mixture of solids PBA and 1a (2.0 mmol each) was
manually ground for ∼2 min using an agate mortar and pestle
and the resultant solid was dissolved in H2O (1.0 mL) at room
temperature.15 The centrifugation and ltration of the sus-
pended mixture gave rise to a clear yellow solution including
host–guest composite (PBA)n$(1a)m (Fig. 2a, right). The UV-
14212 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 14211–14216
visible spectrum showed a new, broad absorption band at
lmax = 400 nm, derived from encapsulated (1a)m in capsule
(PBA)n (Fig. 2b).16 The absorption is slightly shied by +7 nm,
relative to free 1a in CH2Cl2, upon encapsulation, owing to
host–guest interactions (e.g., the hydrophobic effect and CH–p

interactions). The relative solubilization efficiency was esti-
mated on the basis of the band intensity at 400 nm for
(PBA)n$(1a)m and various host–guest composites, obtained by
the combination of 1a with PBS, AA, ADA, SDS, or DTAC
(Fig. S24†).15 As compared with PBA, the efficiency increased
with PBS and AA ($1.2-fold) yet decreased with ADA, SDS, and
DTAC (<0.3-fold) under the same conditions (Fig. 2c), suggest-
ing the necessity of the bent aromatic frameworks. The
concentration of 1a solubilized in water was calculated to be
0.1 mM by 1H NMR analysis in CD3OD aer the lyophilization of
(PBA)n$(1a)m (Fig. S21b†).

It is important to note that, besides the intense band at
400 nm, a new shoulder band was observed at 460–590 nm in
the UV-visible spectrum of (PBA)n$(1a)m (Fig. 2b, inset). The
absorption band is assignable to the intermolecular Pt(II)/Pt(II)
interactions within (1a)m, arising from MMLCT interactions, on
the basis of previous literature.17 Similar bands were found in
the UV-visible spectra of (PBS)n$(1a)m, (AA)n$(1a)m, and (ADA)n-
$(1a)m (Fig. S23†).15
MCL properties of host–guest composites in water

Among the host–guest composites in hand, (PBA)n$(1a)m dis-
played the strongest redMCL in water without degassing. Under
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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aerobic conditions, a CH2Cl2 solution of 1a (0.02 mM) showed
weak emission bands at 500 nm (green color, F = 4%, s = 0.19
ms), derived from its monomeric state, upon irradiation at
450 nm (Fig. 3a and c). In sharp contrast, the resultant aqueous
solution of (PBA)n$(1a)m exhibited a prominent emission band
at lmax = 700 nm with a quantum yield of 33%.18 The emission
lifetime was estimated to be 0.61 ms (Fig. 3c), which is assign-
able to a stacked Pt(II)-complex dimer with Pt(II)/Pt(II)
interactions.

Solid 1a itself showed broadened emission bands at lmax =

600 nm (yellow color, F = 15%), assignable to its typical p-
stacked dimer,6 whereas the band was largely red-shied to be
identical to that of (PBA)n$(1a)m, upon manual grinding for
∼2 min (Fig. 3a).18 The emission quantum yield and lifetime of
ground solid 1a (F = 33% and s = 0.60 ms; Fig. 3c) remained
fully intact even aer uptake by the capsule. As the control
experiment, host–guest composite (PBA)n$(1a)m, prepared by
vigorous stirring a mixture of PBA and solid 1a in water (without
grinding), showed weak green emission (l = 470–590 nm),
merely derived from monomeric 1a within the capsule
(Fig. S44a†).15,19 Accordingly, MCL-state (1a)m was successfully
encapsulated and solubilized by capsule (PBA)n through the
simple grinding protocol, without the dissociation of the Pt(II)/
Pt(II) interactions and usual aggregation-caused emission
quenching.

Similar MCL bands yet different intensities were found in the
emission spectra of the other host–guest composites under the
same conditions (Fig. S26 and S27†). The quantum yields of
(ADA)n$(1a)m and (PBS or AA)n$(1a)m were slightly lower (F =

28%) and much lower (F = 8–9%) than that of (PBA)n$(1a)m,
respectively (Fig. 3b). These results indicate that the emissivity
of the resultant host–guest composites is largely affected by
both of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups on the bent
amphiphiles. Adamantane-based CH–p interactions mostly
Fig. 3 (a) Emission spectra and their quantum yields (r.t., lex= 450 nm)
of 1a under various conditions and (PBA)n$(1a)m in H2O. (b) Quantum
yields of (H2O, lex = 450 nm) of host–guest composites including 1a
using various amphiphiles. (c) Emission lifetimes (r.t., lex= 280 nm, ldet
= 500 or 700 nm) of (PBA)n$(1a)m in H2O, 1a in CH2Cl2, and ground
solid 1a.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
retain the MCL properties of (1a)m within (ADA)n, whereas
anthracene-based p–p interactions largely prevent the MCL
within (AA)n, owing to the p-electron based host–guest inter-
actions. The unexpected, low quantum yield of (1a)m within
(PBS)n, bearing anionic sulfonate groups, suggests the presence
of an excited-state deactivation pathway through the hydro-
philic groups on the basis of the emission lifetime analysis (s =
0.29 ms; Fig. S28†).15 Linear amphiphile-based host–guest
composites (SDS or DTAC)n$(1a)m exhibited low quantum yields
(F = 7 and <1%, respectively).

The host–guest structure of (PBA)n$(1a)m was estimated by
the combination of DLS, UV-visible, and luminescence data and
molecular modeling studies. The DLS analysis indicated the
average core diameter of (PBA)n$(1a)m being 3.9 nm, which is
expanded by 2.5 nm as compared with that of (PBA)n (1.4 nm),
due to the encapsulation of hydrophobic assemblies (1a)m
(Fig. 4a). Multiple inclusion of stacked dimer (1a)2, as a major
subunit, in the spherical shell of (PBA)n was supported by the
observed absorption and emission bands (i.e., ∼480 and
∼700 nm, respectively; Fig. 2b and 3a). In addition, the X-ray
crystal structure of 1c revealed the formation of a head-to-
head stacking dimer with a Pt(II)/Pt(II) distance of 3.3 Å and
a twist angle of ∼44.4° (Fig. 4c and S18†). On the basis of these
ndings, molecular modeling studies suggested that the
product structure is composed of (PBA)30$(1a)16, with an outer
diameter of 4.5 nm and a core diameter of 3.9 nm, on an average
(Fig. 4b). In the optimized structure, encapsulated (1a)16 adopts
a roughly spherical structure, including stacked dimers (1a)2
with ∼3.3 Å Pt(II)/Pt(II) distances. The presence of multiple
CH–p interactions is also suggested between the host and guest
hydrophobic frameworks.

Solution-state MCLs could be also observed for other Pt(II)-
complexes 1b and 1c, with an electron-donating methoxy group
and electron-withdrawing triuoromethyl group, respectively
(Fig. 1c), through the grinding protocol with PBA.15 On the basis
of the absorption spectra of the resultant host–guest compos-
ites, the uptake efficiency of the Pt(II)-complexes and the band
intensity (at ∼570 nm) derived from the Pt(II)/Pt(II) interac-
tions were comparable to those of (PBA)n$(1a)m (Fig. S29†). The
broadened MCL bands of (PBA)n$(1b)m and (PBA)n$(1c)m were
found at lmax = 697 and 690 nm, respectively (Fig. 5a), upon
irradiation at 450 nm. Again, the solution-state quantum yields
of (PBA)n$(1b)m (F = 34%) and (PBA)n$(1c)m (F = 14%) were
Fig. 4 (a) DLS charts (H2O, r.t., 1.0/2.0 mM based on PBA) of (PBA)n
and (PBA)n$(1a)m (prepared by the grinding method). (b) Optimized
structure of (PBA)30$(1a)16 (left) and its encapsulated guests (right). (c)
Crystal structure of a 1c dimer.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 14211–14216 | 14213
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comparable to those of ground solids 1b and 1c (Fig. 5b and
S31a†), indicating the excellent uptake ability of (PBA)n, without
emission quenching. The CIE diagram of the host–guest
composites quantied the total emission colors. While ground
solids 1a–c exhibited a nearly identical color (Fig. 5c), the color
was tunable upon encapsulation by the capsule (Fig. 5d).
Fig. 6 (a) MCL enhancement of 1a upon coencapsulation with BC by
(PBA)n in water. (b) UV-visible spectra (H2O, r.t., 2.0 mM based on PBA)
of (PBA)n$(1a)m$(BC)p, (PBA)n$(1a)m, BC in CH2Cl2, and their expanded
spectra (inset). (c) Emission spectra and their quantum yields (r.t., lex =
450 nm) of (PBA)n$(1a)m$(BC or Cz)p and (PBA)n$(1a)m in H2O. (d) DLS
chart (H2O, r.t., 0.1 mM based on PBA) of (PBA)n$(1a)m$(BC)p. (e) AFM
image (dry, r.t., mica) of (PBA)n$(1a)m$(BC)p and (f) the selected height
(nm) profile. (g) Emission lifetimes (H2O, r.t., lex = 280 nm, ldet = 700
nm) of (PBA)n$(1a)m and (PBA)n$(1a)m$(BC)p.
Coencapusulation-induced enhanced MCL

Successful enhancement (up to 1.5-fold) of the solution-state
MCL was nally accomplished within capsule (PBA)n through
a coencapsulation approach. Biscarbazole derivative BC was
employed herein as an additive with sterically demanding
aromatic frameworks.20 The same grinding protocol, described
above, using a 1 : 1 : 1 mixture of PBA, 1a, and BC (2.0 mmol
each), led to the selective formation of ternary host–guest
composite (PBA)n$(1a)m$(BC)p in water as a clear yellow solu-
tion, aer removal of suspended excess guests (Fig. 6a).21 The
UV-visible spectrum of the ternary composite showed absorp-
tion bands, derived from both (1a)2 with MMLCT interactions
and BC, in the range of 460–590 and 310–370 nm, respectively
(Fig. 6b). The DLS and AFM analyses indicated the formation of
large spherical particles with average sizes of 13–14 nm (Fig. 6d–
f, S39 and S40).15 The average ratio of PBA and encapsulated
guests 1a and BC was estimated to be 10 : 2 : 3 (=n :m : p) by the
1H NMR analysis of the lyophilized product in DMSO-d6
(Fig. S34b†).

Remarkably, the aqueous solution of (PBA)n$(1a)m$(BC)p
displayed an intense emission band at lmax = 687 nm and its
emission quantum yield was found to be 48% (lex = 450 nm,
Fig. 6c). The observed emission enhancement (1.5 times) upon
coencapsulation is most probably caused by reduction of the
tight aggregation of dimers (1a)2 with an MCL-active state in the
cavity of capsule (PBA)n.22 The reduced aggregation and
quenching process were supported by the blue-shi of the MCL
band (Dl=−13 nm) and the elongation of the MCL lifetime (Ds
= +10 ns, Fig. 6g), respectively, relative to those of (PBA)n$(1a)m.
Other additives such as carbazole (Cz), N-phenylcarbazole,
biphenyl, and coronene showed no to slight emission
enhancement (F= 10–37%) even upon coencapsulation with 1a
by the capsule under the same conditions (Fig. 6c and S36†).15

The MCL of solid 1a was enhanced by 1.4 times (F= 45%) upon
co-grinding with BC (1.0 equiv.) for ∼2 min (Fig. S41a†).
Fig. 5 (a) Emission spectra and photographs (H2O, r.t., 2.0 mM based
on PBA, lex = 450 nm) of (PBA)n$(1a–c)m (prepared by the grinding
method) and (b) their quantum yields. CIE diagrams (r.t., lex = 450 nm)
of (c) ground solids 1a–c and (d) 1a–c within (PBA)n in water.

14214 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 14211–14216
Conclusions

We have succeeded in the generation of solution-state mecha-
nochromic luminescence (MCL) from Pt(II)-complexes upon
encapsulation by aromatic capsules in water. The MCLs,
derived from both inorganic and organic compounds, have so
far been only observed in the solid state, whereas manual
grinding is a facile external stimulus. When NCN-pincer Pt(II)-
complexes were encapsulated by the capsule, composed of bent
aromatic amphiphiles, via a simple grinding method, the
resultant host–guest composite exhibited strong red MCL (F =

33%), derived from intermolecular Pt(II)/Pt(II) interactions,
under aerobic aqueous conditions. Notably, the emission
quantum yield and emission color of the Pt(II)-complex were
signicantly enhanced (i.e., up to 8-fold) and largely altered (i.e.,
from green to red, Dl = up to 200 nm) upon the encapsulation,
as compared with those in solution (CH2Cl2). Such large
changes cannot be accomplished even with uorescent
aromatic compounds, owing to strong aggregation-caused
emission quenching. Thanks to the exible capsule frame-
work, unlike covalent and coordination hosts with rigid
frameworks, a ternary host–guest composite was efficiently and
selectively obtained through the same grinding protocol using
a biscarbazole-based additive. The quantum yield was surpris-
ingly increased to be∼50%, due to the coencapsulation effect. It
is worthy of note that this study provides the rst example of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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“solution-state” MCL, capable of facilely tuning its emission
intensity and wavelength, among the intensive studies of
various solid-state MCL reported previously.1c,2–4 We hope that
the present method could be applied to not only other Pt(II)-
complexes but also inorganic/organic MCL compounds, for the
creation of new functional MCL-based supramolecular nano-
tools useable in solution. Particularly, from the viewpoints of
the high accessibility, water-solubility, and air-insensitivity of
this system, biological applications as novel luminescent
sensors featuring strong emissivity in the near-infrared region
will be more promising, via attaching exterior functional groups
(e.g., saccharides and peptides)23 on the aromatic capsules.
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